Report on DORIS Special Issue

Advances in Space Research

Pascal Willis
Current status

- 26 manuscripts submitted in total
  (between April and September 2009)
  (to be compared to 18 in 2006 for J. Geodesy)

Only 3 rejected so far

- 1st Special Issue published in Advances in Space Research = first 10 available articles
  = volume 45(12), June 15, 2010
(see recent DORISMail for table of content)
Plans for the future

• 2nd issue ≤ 13 articles
  (publication expected in November 2010, or early 2011)

Currently:

  8 accepted (already available online) at
  http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02731177

  2 in good shape (to be accepted < 1 month)

  3 to be confirmed (depending mostly on the good will of the authors for their revision, already several cycles of major revision)

NB: CNES and IGN have paid for 300 copies of both volumes to be distributed freely to authors, IDS, IAG, other services,...